
Exploring Letterland A-D



Letterland Explorers are experts at finding hidden
words. Use the skills you have learned so far to

identify each word in the wordsearch. 

BEBE
BRAVEBRAVE

Annie Apple's



All good Letterland Explorers know that to stay healthy it
is important to eat a variety of colorful fruits and
vegetables everyday. Walk around the  local farmers
market , a local garden or grocery store to find one fruit or
vegetable for each of the colors listed below. 

Annie Apple
Taste the Rainbow



Annie Apple's Adventure to
explore the local airport

https://www.ci.hutchinson.mn.us/departmentsfacilities/
public-works/operations-maintenance/airport/ 

Check out information about our local airport here: 



Being knowledgeable about fruits and vegetables is important if you want
to be a good explorer. Knowing the vegetable ABC's is a good place to
start. Write the name of one fruit or vegetable next to each letter of the
alphabet. 

Creativity is intelligence
having fun.

A L B E R T   E I N S T E I N

Be Well with Bouncy Ben



Bouncy Ben's
Bouncy Egg 



Coloring with Clever Cat



Clever Cat's
Crossword Puzzle



Explorers need to know where to find their suspects.
Knowing where a plant lives is the first step in finding
it. Draw each of the following fruits and vegetables in
the proper location in the image below. 

Dippy Duck asks "where
does it grow?"

Apple
Beet

Blueberry
Corn
Date



Dippy Duck and the
suspect...

There has been a strange character  hanging around the city
library. We have a few descriptions, but no one has taken a
picture of it. Please draw a picture of the suspect and
identify the character using the description below. 

Sketch the Suspect

The suspect is tall, and has a round belly. It has a beak and tail. 



Make a Dippy Duck
Duct Tape Sculpture



Becoming an Expert Explorer

Investigating Letterland characters with
help from your community!

Becoming an expert Letterland explorer is not a simple task.
It takes hard work, determination and a healthy appetitie.

Do you have what it takes to explore letterland?

Prove your skills as an Expert Explorer by completing the
activities in this book. Share your completed work every

week with Wheel and Cog Children's Museum to earn your
prize and advance to the next booklet. 

Name of Expert Explorer:_________________________ 

Letterland word search      ______

Taste the Rainbow              ______

Explore local airport            ______
 
Being Well Ben                     ______
 
Ben's Bouncy Egg                 ______

Coloring w/ Clever cat         ______

Clever Cat's Word search     ______

Where does it grow             ______

Sketch a suspect                  ______

Duct Tape Sculpture             _____


